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a b s t r a c t
Nanomedicine is revolutionizing current methods for diagnosing, treatment and prevention of diseases
with the integration of molecular biology, biotechnology as well as nanotechnology for sensing and
actuation capabilities at the molecular scale using nanoscale devices, namely nanomachines. While numerous examples of these applications have been tested in vivo, the real deployments are far from reality.
Limitations in controlling, monitoring, miniaturization, and computing inhibit access and manipulation
of information at the nano-scale. Integrating communication and networking functionalities provide new
opportunities for such challenges with the newly introduced Molecular Communications. These natural
communication systems are found with plurality inside the human body. The current challenge is to utilize
these natural systems to create artificial biocompatible communication networks that can interconnect
multiple nanomachines in multiple parts of the body and connected to the cloud, is defined as the
Internet of Bio-Nano Things (IoBNT ). Nanonetworks inside cellular tissues perform communication using
a signaling process such as Ca2+ . This specifically signaling process is very important for many regulatory
functions in tissues and its control and communication is crucial to allow nanomedicine capabilities
towards diagnosis and treatments of diseases at the nano-scale. This paper presents a review of techniques
that enable the design of the Ca2+ -signaling-based molecular communication system for cellular tissues,
essential tools for its deployment, application and, lastly, the research future direction in this field. In the
end, one must acquire the sufficient knowledge to understand both biological and telecommunication
concepts that encompass this technology to bring it further.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Molecular communications systems is an essential mechanism
that enables cellular evolution through molecular diffusion across
multi-cellular organisms. Biologists have development mathematical and statistical models for analyzing such system towards manipulating biological systems, e.g., living organisms or derivatives
thereof, to create a wide range of innovative products [1]. This
approach termed biotechnology runs in parallel with other interdisciplinary fields, such as bioengineering, biomedical engineering,
and nanotechnology for revolutionizing medical science with highlevel precision and accuracy even at the nano-scale, which collectively composes Nanomedicine. Limitations in diagnosis, treatment,
and prevention of diseases are being eliminated by the usage of
nanomaterials and nanoparticles [2–4]. As an example, Co-polymer
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) nanotechnology has been developed for many years and has been approved by the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) for the use in drug delivery, diagnostics
and other clinical applications including cardiovascular disease
and cancer treatment, as well as vaccine and tissue engineering.
The Internet of Bio-Nano Things is an intra-body nanonetwork
that provides nanomedicine functionalities such as real-time monitoring, fast actuation at the molecular level, fast disease treatment,
intelligent drug delivery, tissue engineering and many others. This
envisioned scenario is presented in Fig. 1, and illustrates the many
networks within the human body that can monitor neurodegenerative diseases, heart, cancer, and glucose, as an example. Based
on this IoBNT can bring along new forms of real-time health monitoring and response that dramatically increases life quality and
expectancy. Healthcare is a major industry for the modern society,
and evidently, any research in that topic has the potential impact to
affect millions of people and generate large revenue for a number
of industries.
Currently, such technology is only at the early stage of development, and many challenges are being investigated by the
community. Two major challenges are classified: IoBNT theory
development and IoBNT realization. The plurality of intra-body
molecular communication systems are not yet fully understood or
modeled, and those which are modeled have limited analysis on
their behavior. The IoBNT theory needs a lot more development
on its foundation to pave the way for IoBNT realization. This issue
concentrate on the development of nanomachines and its interoperability within the human body. At the same time, the capabilities
of engineering information transfer between these nanomachines
to suit various applications remain to be investigated before a full
IoBNT solution can be realized. To summarize, the short term vision
of IoBNT is to allow future nanomachines that have communication

capabilities to perform more complex tasks cooperatively as well
as providing connections between different types of nanonetworks.
And the long-term vision of IoBNT is to have nanonetworks inside
the human body working cooperatively using the envisioned communication platform, and connect to the cloud to provide a new
form of fine granular personal health monitoring solution [5–7].
Among the nanonetworks that were classified, three main backbone networks were defined: nervous nanonetwork, cardiovascular molecular nanonetwork and also endocrine nanonetwork [8].
These networks were identified as long range molecular communication systems within the human body. Although the modeling
of these nanonetworks has been studied extensively, they are
not sufficient for the deployment of IoBNT. The current challenge
is integrating short-range nanonetworks that connect with long
range nanonetworks. This requires intense research work, both
theoretically and experimentally, due to their complex behavior at
the molecular scale.
Ca2+ signaling is the most important natural signaling mechanism that is involved in cell–cell communication. Ca2+ , in addition,
is responsible for many regulatory functions of in-body cellular
tissue, and therefore, can be a robust choice for short-range molecular communication systems for empowering the development
of nanomedicine solutions [9]. A Ca2+ -signaling-based molecular
communication system comprises of a transmitter nanomachine
that releases information into levels of Ca2+ that are propagated
across the tissue towards a receiver nanomachine. The complexity
is on the stochastic behavior of inter/intra Ca2+ signaling, which
has an intense flow of molecules all across the cellular tissue creating new types of noise and interference [9–11]. This communication system can, thus, cooperatively perform simple tasks inside
the cellular tissue, which has already been demonstrated in [12].
However, novel methods for further developing theoretically such
technology needs to be done for both understanding better this
biological system as well as creating engineering mechanisms for
its control.
This paper presents a review of techniques that enable design of Ca2+ -signaling-based molecular communication systems. The encoding, modulation, propagation, demodulation and
decoding techniques are presented. The experimentation tools for
either theoretical and in-vitro analysis are presented, highlighting
also the mathematical and simulation models. Essential tools such
as synthetic biology and control systems are the needed building
blocks for the realization of this molecular communication and is
also presented. Relevant applications are also discussed, including
nanomedicine, bio-computing and the Internet of Bio-Nano Things.
Lastly, the future research directions in this field is also highlighted. In the end, one must acquire the sufficient knowledge to
understand both biological and telecommunication concepts that
encompass this technology.
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Fig. 1. IoBNT scenario and connection of different nanonetworks inside the human body. This vision will enable numerous application as described in the figure.

2. The biological process
Ca2+ signaling is a natural mechanism that transmits ions at
short distances between interconnected cells within a tissue. This
form of communication can be found in a variety of cells, providing
various physiological and regulatory purposes (e.g., cell growth,
proliferation and fertilization, muscle contraction, neuronal communication, cellular motility, and differentiation), provoked by IP3
stimulation, hormonal or neurotransmitter signals. The Ca2+ signaling can travel small to medium distances (over several hundred
micrometers) by means of molecular diffusion, propagating across
the extracellular space and gap junction of the neighboring cells.
This powerful biological signaling has brought the attention of
nanonetworks and molecular communication researchers as one
form of communication and networking between nanomachines.
There are numerous reviews on Ca2+ physiology in the literature [13]: in 2003 an entire issue of Nature Reviews was devoted
to the subject and contains reviews of Ca2+ homeostasis [14],
extracellular Ca2+ sensing [15], Ca2+ signaling during embryogenesis [16], the Ca2+ -apoptosis link [17], and the regulation of cardiac
contractility by Ca2+ [18]. Other useful reviews for fundamentals of
Ca2+ signaling are [19] and [20].
Background information on Ca2+ signaling is presented in the
following for the complete understanding of this mechanism. A
description on how the Ca2+ signaling behaves internally in the
cell is presented (intracellular signaling) and, this is followed by
how the waves are propagated to other cells and eventually to the
whole tissue (intercellular signaling).

the same time, the released IP3 also indirectly controls the influx
of Ca2+ ions to the endoplasmic reticulum and its storage in the
cytosolic area (Storage). Besides the stimulation process, certain
cellular components are also capable of self-generating Ca2+ ions
(Amplification). Finally, exchange of Ca2+ ions is conducted in two
ways: cell–cell communication (Diffusion) and aleatory exchange
of Ca2+ to the extracellular space (Release) [21]. This process can
be visualized in Fig. 2.
Ca2+ signaling has been studied first by the biological community, which aimed to observe how the cellular evolutionary process
communicates. Goldbeter et al. [21] modeled the Ca2+ signaling
oscillations in the cytosol inside the cell. They presented a number of ordinary differential equations that accurately describe the
relationships inside the cell responsible for the Ca2+ production,
storage, and release. They also presented a method to stimulate the
Ca2+ release at higher frequencies through protein phosphorylation, which is considered a method for frequency encoding for Ca2+
signals. This work is further extended by Berridge et al. [22] which
has extended the analysis of modulating information through Ca2+
signals fully developing the theory for AM and FM encoding. Some
systems proprieties of Ca2+ signaling were also investigated under
a spatial and temporal analysis in Berridge et al. [23]. They concluded that this system might have different spatial and temporal
dynamics because slow cellular responses are controlled by intracellular Ca2+ signals and faster cellular responses are controlled by
high Ca2+ localized spikes. Other works that analyze the process
of Ca2+ oscillations, regulations, and dynamics, are from Tsien et
al. [24] and Berridge et al. [14].

2.1. Intracellular Ca2+ signaling

2.2. Intercellular Ca2+ signaling

Intracellular Ca2+ signaling is a natural regulatory process inside human cells that leads to numerous physiological regulations. A number of chemical reactions and their magnitude are
responsible for maintaining Ca2+ concentration within the cytosol,
as well as producing oscillation effects and wave propagation.
Ca2+ signaling is dependent on the IP3 , Inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate
(IP3 ) is a secondary message molecule that travels through the
cytosol and stimulates the release of Ca2+ from the endoplasmic
reticulum to the cytosol., and its relationship is important for the
communication purpose.
Intracellular Ca2+ signaling occurs in the following way: by
stimulating the IP3 the Ca2+ signals are released (Stimulation). At

Intercellular Ca2+ signaling is central to development and various regulatory purposes (e.g., cell growth and proliferation, fertilization, muscle contraction, neuronal transmission, cellular motility and differentiation), and is initiated by IP3 stimulation, or
through hormonal or neurotransmitter signaling. This biological
communication platform is found in a variety of cell types, including: glial or astrocytes [25,26], neurons [27], epithelium [28,29],
endothelium [30], smooth muscle [31], cardiomyocytes [32], hepatocytes [33], osteocytes [34], chondrocytes [35], kidney [36], mammary
gland [37], mast [38], pancreatic [39], and keratinocytes [40].
Cells can communicate with their neighboring cells in two different manner: electrical and chemical synapses. Electrical synapses
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Fig. 2. The stages of the Ca2+ signaling process: (1) The process starts from the stimulation and extracellular leakage of Ca2+ ions into the cytosol. (2) Transport the Ca2+
ions from the cellular store (or cytosolic space) to the endoplasmic reticulum. (3) The release of Ca2+ ions from the endoplasmic reticulum into the cytosol, where the release
will also include the leakage of Ca2+ ions (4). Lastly, (5) the Ca2+ ions are transported from the cytosol to the extracellular space. Also, side view of a gap junction gate. The
intercellular tight junction (2 nm) separates the two neighboring cells, which are connected via gap junctions. This enables both Ca2+ influx and efflux through the cellular
membranes. Lastly, the top view of the gap junctions. A single gap junction gate is referred to as the connexon, which is formed by six proteins called connexin. These gates
have two states: high conductance state and a low conductance state—equivalently to the opened or closed status of the junction.

are performed in excitable cells, in which electrical current can
be conducted and, therefore, transmit electrical information. However, non-excitable cells do not have the same characteristics, but
they are able to communicate using chemical synapses. Excitable
cells can also communicate through chemical synapses but they
are able to transmit electrical information. And finally, the hybrid
cells can transmit information with and to cells with or without the
electrical component. Intercellular Ca2+ Signaling is an example of
such communication type, and the only intercellular mechanism
explored in this paper.
Cells are soft structures that present different shapes and can
undergo deformation changing their shapes. The deformation of
a cell can affect the performance Ca2+ signaling, in particular,
communication that is performed through diffusion of molecules
inside the cellular tissue. Masselter and Speck [41] investigate
how tissue deformation spatially modulates angiogenic and angiogenesis signals. This is due to the physical forces applied to the
developing tissues. For example, during vascular development, the
deformation caused by such forces has a huge impact on the Ca2+
signaling and the overall behavior of the cell.
Chemical synapses depend on a structure that connects the
cytosol of two adjacent cells, namely the Gap Junctions. Once
opened, gap junctions allow Ca2+ ions to flow from one cell to
another. Further description on the gap junctions is found in the
next section.
2.2.1. Gap junction
In intercellular communication, Ca2+ ions are propagated
through cellular tissues via a physical gate that connects the cytosolic areas of two neighboring cells; these gates are called Gap
Junctions. Fig. 2 shows how gap junctions connect two cytosols.
The gap junctions are composed of two connexons, one in each
connecting cell, which is formed by six proteins called connexins—
as shown in Fig. 2.
Gap junctions are found in many animal cellular tissues with
varying configurations and connectivity. The distribution of the
connexins per cell has a fundamental impact on the diffusion

behavior. Changes in those characteristics may lead to different
types of diseases, including cancer, cardiac ischemia, and cardiac
hypertrophy [42]. Given this, control of gap junction behavior is
a possible tool for drug delivery systems and disease treatment.
Cellular growth is directly involved with gap junction control:
regulatory growth signals are transmitted through gap junctions
and decreased communication capacity may lead to uncontrolled
growth in extreme cases, as in cancer [43]. Studies have shown how
communication capacity can control growth, in which connexin
genes were transfected into tumorigenic cell lines [44]. Ca2+ intercellular signaling plays two fundamental roles in influencing the
gap junctions channels. It not only activates the gap junction channel, with intercellular oscillations but Ca2+ can also be transferred
to a neighbor cell by diffusion. Here the focus is only on the diffusion process of the Ca2+ ions through the junction. Intercellular
diffusion only occurs when both connexons are opened at the same
time. Ca2+ ions can thus flow from a cellular cytosol to another one.
3. Design
The design of a molecular communication system is essential
challenging due to (1) the stage of nanotechnology that inhibits
further real deployments and (2) lack of theoretical analysis that
provides efficient options for building particular system components. In the following, one may find a discussion of openings,
challenges, and further opportunities into how to design molecular communication systems based on Ca2+ for embedding it into
cellular tissues.
3.1. Molecular communication system
Molecular communication systems are the primary choice to
perform communication between nanomachines within biological
environments. Nanomachines are defined as biological or synthetic entities capable of performing limited computation, sensing,
and/or actuation at the nanoscale [45]. They have the size of a
macromolecule (100 µm). Few approaches are currently being
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Fig. 3. Communication system based on a transmitter nanomachine, a molecular channel, and a receiver nanomachine. The transmitter nanomachine is responsible for
encoding and transmission of information. The molecular channel is responsible for propagating the information molecules. Finally, the receiver nanomachine is responsible
for receiving and decoding the information. Ca2+ -signaling-based Molecular Communication for Cellular Tissues is shown in the bottom of the figure. A transmitter
nanomachine releases encoded information using modulated Ca2+ ion concentration, which is propagated through the molecular channel. The received signals contains
errors that are due to the noisy characteristics of the molecular channel.

proposed for the design of nanomachines. However, its realization
is impracticable at the current level of available technology. Nevertheless, researchers are focusing on the designing the communication process between biological nanomachines at the molecular
scale in hope of achieving a new direction for realizing a practical
solution for the future [6].
A generic model for a molecular communication system is
defined in Fig. 3. Based on the telecommunication system model,
it has five components: encoding, transmission, propagation, reception, and decoding. These components are organized into three
main blocks: a transmitter nanomachine, a molecular channel, and
a receiver nanomachine. A transmitter nanomachine is responsible for performing the encoding and transmission of information molecules while a receiver nanomachine is responsible for
receiving and decoding. The molecular channel is the propagation
medium for the communication system.
Ca2+ signaling within cells has been studied and investigated in
molecular biology for more than 20 years. This form of communication is one of the most abundant signaling modes found in the
body and is responsible for many regulatory mechanisms since its
communication failures are linked to numerous diseases [14]. This
adds to the motivation of developing a molecular communication
system using this form of signaling for embedded nanomachines
inside the cellular tissue, defining a Ca2+ -signaling-based molecular communication system. The system can be visualized in Fig. 3.
A transmitter nanomachine is capable of encoding digital information with Ca2+ concentration as well as modulating it. Ca2+ ions are
then diffused into the molecular channel, which is characterized by
the intracellular and intercellular signaling processes between the
cells. At the receiver nanomachine, the arrived Ca2+ concentration
is demodulated and decoded. As described earlier, due to the inherently stochastic behavior of this signaling process [46], a noisy
communication channel is expected.
Telecommunication and information technology tools are going
to be used for the performance analysis, based on the guidelines
in [47]. The basic guideline is to define an emission process, a propagation process, and a reception process. The emission process is
basically the encoding of a message by a transmitter. The message
is then transmitted through a channel. The received information is
then decoded to a message by the receiver. In the following, all the
components of the proposed molecular communication system are
discussed in detail.

3.2. Transmitter
The transmitter nanomachine (or source nanomachine) is responsible for encoding information into molecules and releasing it
to the environment.
3.2.1. Encoding
Translating digital data into molecular can be a hard challenge
due to the amount of noise found in Ca2+ systems [11,48]. Conventionally, encoding can be performed based on levels of concentration, ‘‘0’’ can mean X level of concentration and ‘‘1’’ can
mean Y level. The problem with this approach is that concentration
detection is very prone to errors due to the noise in this system that
causes fluctuation of Ca2+ levels.
3.2.2. Modulation
Modulation is conventionally performed using On–OFF Shift
Keying (OOK), where ‘‘0’’s are represented with periods of silence
and ‘‘1’’s represented with periods of one. Even tough this technique is widely studied, pieces of evidence suggest that it is linked
to the high production of noise in the transmitter nanomachine.
Barros et al. [11], analyzed the usage of transmission protocols that
successfully increased the data rate by using timing protocols with
OOK.
Even tough most presented modulation techniques are for digital pulse modulation, analog modulation can also be used in this
systems. [22] presents how Ca2+ signaling can be obtained using
amplitude modulation (AM) or frequency modulation (FM). The
advantage of this technique is the higher capacity that can be
achieved with analog modulation techniques.
3.3. Propagation
The propagation of the Ca2+ molecules is performed through
three processes. This unique communication channel starts with
the propagation inside the cell with the intracellular Ca2+ signaling. Then, when gap junction is opened, the molecules flow
from one cell to another performing intercellular Ca2+ signaling.
The Ca2+ that is transmitted to a next cell also will be subject
to its intracellular Ca2+ signaling. This process is repeated till all
molecules reach the receiver nanomachine.
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3.4. Receiver
The receiver nanomachine (or destination nanomachine) is responsible for capturing the information molecules and also decoding its information. Capturing information molecules is dependent on the molecular channel and can possibly have different
approaches. The most common approach is based on chemical reactions that are produced by the binding process of the molecules
to the surface of the receiver nanomachine. The binding process
also leads to decoding, since the interpretation of information will
be the outcome from the chemical reaction.
3.4.1. Demodulation
Demodulation of all the presented schemes can be performed
based on conventional demodulation techniques that will impact
on the concentration level, or, can also be performed through
reaction response to the upcoming Ca2+ concentration. The latter technique can perform better in these environments because
long-term exposure of certain modulation schemes that trigger a
particular signaling reaction that can maintain specifically Ca2+
concentration for a longer time. In this way, decoding can also
perform better due to the increase precision of maintenance of
specific Ca2+ concentration level.
3.4.2. Decoding
Based on the amount of the Ca2+ that has been received, the
digital information can be recovered and concentration levels
translated to digital bits.
4. Experimentation
There are many options for modeling the Ca2+ signaling for
analysis of the designed molecular communication systems. These
models help the understanding of these systems which leads to
precise inferencing of biological systems that can be used for
applications in biology and, more specifically, in nanomedicine.
The experimentation options are: mathematical models, simulation
models and in-vitro experiments.
4.1. Mathematical models
A Ca2+ signaling-based molecular communication system was
first introduced by Nakano et al. [49] and followed by [50]. In those
works, information is encoded through spikes or oscillations of the
Ca2+ concentration in the cell caused by an external stimulation.
The propagation process can possibly lead to switching of paths
that diffuse the ions, as well as amplification, which can possibly
support modulation process of the signals.
The first end-to-end model of the Ca2+ signaling communications system as a relay channel was proposed by Nakano and
Liu [51]. A stochastic solver was used to solve Goldbeter’s model,
which was based on the Gillespie algorithm. Goldbeter model is
a two pool ordinary differential equations that count for the oscillatory behavior of intracellular Ca2+ signaling for non-excitable
cells. The authors investigated the Ca2+ signaling-based molecular communication from the perspective of information theory
with both the transmitter nanomachine and receiver nanomachine
embedded inside an array of a one-dimensional cell. Mutual information impact was studied based on a set of system variables
(e.g., concentration, distance, time-slot for releasing bits from the
transmitter).
More recently Bicen et al. [52] presented a linear channel model
for both intracellular and intercellular Ca2+ signaling. The model
accounts for the Ca2+ wave generation inside a particular cell and
the prorogation of Ca2+ molecules through a gap junction channel.
End–end models for channel gain and delay were derived for bit

error probability analysis. This model presents a new methodology for modeling Ca2+ -signaling-based molecular communication
compared to work such as [53], which has analyzed the intercellular communication of astrocytes using Ca2+ -signaling in the lights
of communication capacity.
4.2. Simulation models
Mathematical models are limited and not scalable. Moreover,
another problem is getting a closed form expression over distance
and time for the molecular propagation. This is due to the sumover-trips problem: the infinite number of trips taken from cell–
cell communication, as explored by Harris and Timofeeva [54]. An
intense modeling and analysis are required to fully understand the
behavior of the molecular communication system. Most components of cell–cell communication need to be fully modeled in detail
(e.g., gap junctions, different chemical reactions, multiple signaling, different cell types) and also communication impairments
resulting from the characteristics of the noise and interference.
This is one of the motivations for the development simulation
models that can capture the stochastic behavior of many systems
that affect the Ca2+ signaling of the cells. Another motivation
is to extend simulation models easier with more features from
independent parties.
Barros et al. developed a simulation framework called CalSim [9,55]. This model is based on the previous work from this
author that incorporate 3D modeling of cellular tissues, gap junction, different cell types that were analyzed with transmission
protocols, information theory, interference, delay, gain, noise [10–
12,48,56]. CalSim can be easily extended to incorporate other
different types of cells that have Ca2+ signaling modeled using
diffusion–reaction equations, which are solved using stochastic
models such as the Gillespie method.
4.3. In-vitro experiments
Experiments that are analyzed in-vitro require imaging techniques that detect a response of a fluorescent protein to the concentration of Ca2+ in the cytosol of a cell. In the context of molecular communication, Nakano et al. [50] presented an experiment
of HeLa Cx43 cell wire that propagated Ca2+ molecules over a
tissue that could be capture used cell imaging based on photorelease of adenosine triphosphate. Even tough there is a wide
lack of experiments that validate many pieces of research in Ca2+
signaling for molecular communication, this method is widely used
in biology with many experiments for many types of cells [57–61].
5. Essential tools
Ca2+ -signaling-based molecular communication system requires challenging compatibility solutions for possible deployment
in living organisms, and more particular, embedded into cellular
tissue. Two essential tools are necessary to provide this compatibility as well as plug and play characteristics for these communication
systems, where the system can be designed externally and potentially be implanted without damaging the organism homeostasis.
These tools are control systems biology and synthetic biology and are
explored in the following (see Fig. 4).
5.1. Control theory and systems biology
Control Theory and Systems Biology is a recent effort to translate the control techniques found in electric engineering to accurately model, analyze and actuate upon the biological system.
In a high-level approach, theories and models can be designed to
achieve a biological controller that need to be tested and validated
through wet lab experiments, as depicted in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. Methodology.

In particular Ca2+ -signaling is a process that can be controlled [62], and its benefits to molecular communication development are quite important. A control model technique can ensure
that information bits are precisely transmitted due to stimulation
of Ca2+ ions, which can decrease error in encoding/decoding and
modulation/demodulation. Another advantage is that to guarantee
that the communication performed inside cellular tissues does not
affect on the cell homeostasis and potentially cause diseases. This
is very important to embed this molecular communication system
inside living cellular tissues with full plug and play compatibility.
Moreover, control of signaling pathways in cells can be used
to increase data rate performance in these systems. The lowperformance data rate is a natural characteristic of molecular
communication systems due to many factors including stochastic
propagation delay as well as excessive noise in the environments.
These are due to the natural biological processes that result in
poor communication performance. Control techniques are not just
limited to improving the data rate performance, but also can be
extended to perform other communication functionalities that
will improve the overall performance, such as modulation and
noise cancellation. Lastly, noise will emanate at the transmitter as
the Ca2+ waves are stimulated, along the path as the waves are
propagated, and at the receiver, as they stimulate Ca2+ ions to
receive digital bits. Therefore, control models can be engineered
into the cells of the tissue to cancel noise as they propagate along
the channel.
5.2. Synthetic biology
Synthetic biology has emerged as an option to alter complex
natural network and pathways towards novel and optimized biological systems. A software can be designed that can translate
information of even commands into transcriptional cellular language, such as DNA. Then a synthetic DNA can be designed and
analyzed for ensuring its perfect functioning as specified, as shown
in Fig. 6. These systems are obtained based on different classes
of gene regulation in cells like transcription, post-transcriptional
and post-translational regulation [63]. This research area is widely
studied in biology but is not yet used in molecular communications. Nevertheless, novel research work on synthetic biology with

Fig. 5. High level architecture of the control of a biological system. theories and
models can be designed to achieve a biological controller that need to be tested and
validated through wet lab experiments.

impact on Ca2+ -signaling-based molecular communication system
are discussed in the following.
Distinct changes in cellular Ca2+ concentration occur in response to different stimuli, and Ca2+ - and Ca2+ /calmodulindependent protein kinase (CCaMK) alongside with gene regulation mechanisms has shown attractive to correct interpretation
of oscillatory Ca2+ signals. Another work from Hevde et al. has
also successfully controlled oscillatory Ca2+ signaling pathways
based on encoded motion commands using synthetic biology [64].
A nanorobot movement can then trigger or inhibit production of
Ca2+ in mammalian cells, which can also be controlled by optical
stimulation. This system can also be used for communication interface.
These research developments enable further investigation of
novel techniques that provide a change in designing signaling
pathways of cells to accommodate nanomachines and molecular
communication systems design. Novel encoding and modulation
techniques must emerge using synthetic biology, in which precision in pulse transmission can be achieved. Synthetic biology can
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Fig. 6. Architecture for a synthetic biology system producing cellular transcription information through software design. A software can be designed that can translate
information of even commands into transcriptional cellular language, such as DNA. Then a synthetic DNA can be designed and analyzed for ensuring its perfect functioning
as specified.

also be used to: overcome noise problems, create medium access
protocols and addressing mechanisms.
Synthetic devices can also potentially create informational devices, such as oscillators, memory, and logical gates, using Ca2+ signaling toolkits through methods like CRISPR/Cas, flow design [65].

Stochastic differential equations are not enough to model this
problem alone, and a new approach needs to be designed to solve
the sum-over-trips problem. One idea is to mix network models
with reaction–diffusion equations, but the average distribution of
cell–cell trips needs to be found in prior to that.

5.3. Nanomachines design

6.2. Validation and wet lab

The theoretical understanding of molecular communication
system can be very helpful towards designing nanomachines capable of process information locally at the nano-scale. Currently,
nanomachine design is being driven by a mix of concepts such as
synthetic biology and control theory, such as DNA-based nanomachines. This type of nanomachines is programmable DNA systems
that can process molecular information and perform in-loco tasks.
For cell–cell communication, nanomachines will need to be DNAprogrammable cells that can sense, store, and actuate based on its
natural Ca2+ signaling mechanism.
Exists already mechanisms for removal of nanomachines [66],
however, there is no reference in the literature about re-allocation
and positioning of nanomachines. In cellular tissues, such work
can be very important, where you can redesign molecular communication systems based on current detected tissue properties and
change them on-site. These systems are very important for tissue
engineering systems.

The natural further step after the development of a theoretical
framework is its validation. Wet lab experiments of the proposed
Ca2+ -signaling-based Molecular Communication System needs to
be carried to ensure that the proposed theoretical work can lead
to novel applications of the future. This will involve close collaboration with molecular biologists working in the area of Ca2+
signaling, synthetic biologists that can program cells into a computing element that represent (transmitter and receivers), as well
as researchers from the field of nanotechnology who work on embedded chips that can be placed into the cells (this is the case where
the transmitter and receiver are electronic chips that communicate
through interfacing the cells to stimulate Ca2+ ions).

5.4. Bio-cyber interfaces
Bio-cyber interfaces are hybrid machines that can translate
electromagnetic information to molecular information. They are
capable of (1) in-body access points, (2) information translation
and (3) clustering of nanomachines. Such interfaces can be implanted in cellular tissues not only externally, but right between
the tissue and the fat and still be accessible from the outside.
In [67], a system model was presented for a bio-cyber interface
that connects nanonetworks to the external world via the human
circulatory system. Due to their electromagnetic part, there needs
to exist schemes for energy efficiency. On top of that, interoperability with aces network such as mmWave and terahertz technology
needs to be investigated.
6. Future research directions
Since the field of molecular communication is still in its infancy,
and in particular Ca2+ signaling, there are a number of works that
can be investigated in the future. This section will outline a number
of possible topics for the future research.
6.1. Modeling
Even tough there is a good amount of work done in modeling, it is certainly that this work is far from finished. Moreover,
getting a closed form expression over distance and time for the
molecular propagation seems quite challenging. This is due to the
sum-over-trips problem: the infinite number of trips taken from
cell–cell communication, as explored by Harris and Timofeeva [54].

6.3. Molecular communication theory
A lot of work needs to be done for developing a proper molecular communication theory for Ca2+ -signaling-based molecular
communication systems. Any theory that has been developed for
free diffusion systems is not directly applied to Ca2+ -signaling
systems due to (1) cellular internal reactions throughout the channel (2) gap junctions (3) recurrent noise and, lastly, (4) cell–cell
trips [10,11]. Based on that the following topics need attention.
Due to analog nature of this communication system, digitalizing data will mean in loss of information, and moreover, lack of
processing power inhibit high levels of signal processing at the
molecular level. Therefore, multi-level encoding technique has to
appear in, which could mix different cell signaling mechanisms
to encode information in different levels. This goes hand-in-hand
with modulation techniques. The conventional use of On–Off shiftkeying has never been fully investigated by an alternative modulation technique, and comparative analysis such as bit error rate
needs to be investigated.
Simple detection techniques have also been investigated for
Ca2+ -signaling-based molecular communication systems, including threshold-based and cellular state-based schemes [9]. However, poor capacity rates and high delay indicates that not only
novel detection schemes must emerge, but novel filtering, channel
estimation, equalization and channel coding must emerge in the
form of receiver design. This work is very important for noise
mitigation techniques, for example, mitigation of recurrent noise
is needed, in which received Ca2+ - molecules come back to the
channel in the form of noise [11]. Receiver design will also benefit
the intracellular signaling interference [10]. Cell–cell channel has
multiple recurrent internal reactions that impact on the passing
signal as interference. Such detrimental signal propagation scheme
is also reflected in the receiver, negatively affecting the received
signal and erroneously performing signal detection.
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6.4. Bio-computing using Ca2+ -signaling-based molecular communication system
Bio-computation has been largely studied in bacteria and mammalian cells using transcription-based boolean logic gates and
circuits [68]. However, those techniques often take hours to days in
order to become active as the transcription machinery dictates the
speed of transcriptional-based logic operators. Trying to decrease
the processing time of such biological computation, a multicellular
system can be used based on enzyme-computation. Multicellular
computation is also required due to reliability purposes and can
be achieved through intercellular communication that can give an
output on a hour time scale. Thus, a Bio-computing using Ca2+ signaling-based Molecular Communication System can be an appropriate approach. This will lead to molecular computing systems
that are embedded into the tissue.
6.5. Tissue engineering
Numerous research efforts in recent years have been dedicated
to technologies that enable tissue engineering. Tissue engineering
combines methods of engineering and life science in the control
and design of tissues that can lead to organ construction [69,70].
This technology provides an alternative treatment for patients
with organ and tissue failure, treatments that can alleviate issues
relating to increasing costs of current treatments and the shortage
of organ donors [69,71]. Embedding nanonetworks into the organs
constructed from tissue engineering could provide new dimensions for advanced patient care. Langer [72], commented that the
use of sensors embedded into tissues for monitoring and detecting
illnesses can lead to new generation of Smart Organs.
6.6. Prevention of neurodegenerative diseases
A major issue with drug delivery techniques to the brain is the
numerous protective barriers that encapsulate the central nervous
system, and one of this example is blood–brain barrier [73]. Overcoming the blood–brain barrier can be achieved through biotechnology, synthetic biology, as well as nanotechnology, and this can
lead to efficient and directed therapeutic tools. A control model
can be developed from a combination of nanoparticles that are
used to control the Ca2+ signaling, as well as synthetic biology.
In the case of synthetic biology, programming of cells can be
achieved that can also lead to stable levels of Ca2+ ions, preventing
fluctuations that may lead to diseases. There are a number of works
that have investigated mechanisms to use synthetic biology to
engineer neurons to prevent neurological diseases. One example
is optogenetics where neurons are programmed to be sensitive
to light at a certain wavelength, providing a new alternative for
externally controlled neural stimulation. In this way, the extension
of the proposed model is going to be developed for measuring the
gain in synapse transmission while controlling the Ca2+ signaling
in astrocytes and preventing neurodegenerative diseases.
7. Applications
Molecular Communication has gained attention from engineers
and life science researchers for the potential flexibility and integration with biological systems to achieve bio-inspired applications
for nanomedicine. Mainly, four applications were investigated that
have pushed the field of molecular communication research towards the spotlight, namely: nanomedicine, intelligent drug delivery, bio-computing and Internet of Bio-Nano Things.
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7.1. Nanomedicine
Monitoring and adapting disease treatment and diagnosis at
the molecular level are revolutionizing the medicine we know
today, namely nanomedicine. Molecular communication is going to play an important role in this field, in which availability of the communication of nanomachines will support the execution of nano/molecular scale monitoring. Felicetti et al. reviewed the challenges and prospects of molecular communication
in nanomedicine, showing a variety of ideas for both diagnosis and
treatment [74].
Disease detection and personalized diagnoses using molecular
communication can bring real-time monitoring for human tissues.
Studying abnormalities in cell–cell communication is an idea to
enable disease detection and personalized diagnosis for patients
at a fine granular scale. Detection of such abnormalities can be
performed using telecommunication tools with low complexity
and, therefore, resulting in easier approaches for implementation.
Molecular communication is going to also bring the treatment
of diseases to another level of effectiveness. Felicetti et al. argued
that communication of active nanorobots in the human body has
the potential to improve efficiency in drug delivery, immune system activation, tissue engineering, and nanosurgery. However, the
envisioned applications are not yet properly studied and intense
research effort is needed in all the listed topics.
The most studied application of molecular communication is intelligent drug delivery systems developed by Chahibi et al. [75–78].
Using molecular communication principles, drug delivery can enhance its performance of reaching the target by utilizing telecommunication theories, such as routing. Now the rate of drug delivery
and its propagation patterns can be modeled, therefore, allowing
adjustments and improvements to the performance. Specifically,
Chahibi et al. focused on modeling the circulatory system in the
blood stream. Depending on the place that the drug is inserted in
the body, the rate and propagation will be optimum in a specific
point of the body. They also worked with antibody-mediated drug
delivery systems, in which small molecules (antibodies) that propagate in the body and bind selectively to their corresponding receptors (antigens) expressed at the surface of the diseased cells. This
technique is one of the most encouraging therapeutic solutions for
treating several diseases such as cancer.
7.2. Bio-computing
Molecular communication is also being used to perform logical processing with biological systems, namely Bio-Computing.
Because single biological entities are not capable of performing
complex functions, a cooperation of multiple entities is required
for logical processing. Two works have published that mix biocomputing with molecular communication. Firstly, [79] presented
a systems-theoretic model of a biological circuit for molecular
communication. The system is simple, however, the mathematical
model is helpful for designing a biological circuit using cell–cell
communication. Secondly, Unluturk et al. [68] showed that genetically engineered bacteria can be used to create logic gates. The
communication process through emission of molecules between
the bacteria population enables the design of circuits. The logic
gates are generated based on simple genetic operations with the
bacteria’s DNA. Then, combining the logic gates transmitting the
results of one operation to another operation, a circuit was developed, more precisely, a detector circuit.
7.3. Internet of Bio-NanoThings
Lastly, the Internet of Nano Things (IoNT), introduced by [80], is
a perfect example of the potential technology that can result from
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molecular communication research. In this vision, the nanomachines can be connected to each other and then onto an external computing entity such as the cloud. In this vision, the cells
are engineered through synthetic biology, enabling them to have
properties similar to a typical Internet of Thing (IoT) device, where
this new paradigm is known as the Internet of Bio-Nano Things
(IoBNT) [81]. The authors discussed how artificial cells can be created to network between heterogeneous molecular nanonetworks,
which in turn can be connected to a Bio-cyber interface to link to
an external device outside the body (e.g., mobile phone). Numerous envisioned applications of IoBNT includes military, healthcare,
security fields as well as nanomedicine.
8. Conclusion
Nanotechnology and biotechnology advancements allow intense development in diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of diseases that contributes to the field of nanomedicine. One of the enablers that will see the success of nanomedicine application as well
as open further opportunities in the future is communication. This
communication can play a role at the nanoscale where molecules
interact with the nanomachine as part of the reaction process with
the environments (e.g., enzymes produced from diseased cells), or
between nanomachines to cooperate and increase their capabilities. The latter can lead to new communication and networking
paradigm at the nano and molecular scales, such as new forms
of sensing and actuation. The communication and networking of
nanomachines is a small subset of the vision of Internet of BioNano Things, which will see engineered nanomachines made from
cells that can communicate to the outside world. Ca2+ -signalingbased molecular communication systems are the leading choice
for in-body tissue communication based on its importance and
compatibility with living cells that has the potential for many
applications. In this paper, a review is presented for the design
of these communication systems but also their future research
directions. Encoding, modulation, propagation, demodulation and
decoding schemes were presented also showing how synthetic
biology and control systems can help develop those. Lastly, the
application and research directions are presented. The impact of
this visioned will revolutionize healthcare systems by bringing
low-cost solutions for the wider population, as well as improved
accuracy in diagnosis that will improve life quality and expectancy.
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